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Tualatin Interceptor and Siphon Improvements, Phase A
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
CWS Leads a Progressive Design-Build Effort to Construct the New Tualatin Interceptor
Clean Water Services (CWS) provides watershed and wastewater services to Washington County (County) and its incorporated cities
within the Urban Growth Boundary. The Tualatin Interceptor (Interceptor) is a major trunk feeding the AWTF and receives wastewater
from the Sherwood and Bull Mountain areas of Washington County. CWS commissioned a planning study that identified deficiencies in
the interceptor capacity, indicating it would need to be increased in size from 24-inch and 42-inch diameter pipe and 60-inch and 66inch pipe. Phase A of the project included the most restrictive conveyance segment in the Interceptor, the King City Siphon (Siphon),
which would convey wastewater from a new River Terrace North Pump Station and surrounding residential areas across the Tualatin
River. Phase B of the project included crossing State and City-owned roads, more than 30 privately-owned properties, a second Tualatin
River Crossing, two constructed wetland crossings, two City Park crossings, and connection to Clean Water Services Durham
Wastewater Treatment Plant.

Project Description
The existing Tualatin Interceptor was constructed of reinforced concrete pipe which was approaching its expected service life, and was
operating at capacity. Planned development in the Interceptor service area imposed a schedule on replacement of the King City Siphon,
requiring it to be online by 31 December 2018. The remaining Interceptor was required to be complete by December 2020. The King City
Siphon was online by January of 2019 and the remainder of the project was complete by February 2020, 10 months ahead of schedule.
Clean Water Services’ responded to the schedule demand by developing a project to be delivered through Progressive Design-Build.
This approach accelerated schedule, provided mechanisms to allocate risk, and fostered a collaborative approach between the Owner,
Designer, and Contractor.

Project Team
Clean Water Services (CWS) was the project Owner who provided the concept and design standards; led public involvement and
communication efforts, including easement negotiations; permitting coordination; design review; and legal services.
Mortenson Construction (Mortenson) was selected by Clean Water Services as their Progressive Design Builder for the Tualatin
Interceptor and Siphon Improvements, and was responsible for design, permitting, and construction of the project. Mortenson’s role
during construction included the overall management of the project, quality and safety inspections and assurance for compliance with
all documents.
Kennedy Jenks Consultants (Kennedy Jenks) led the design team and was the Civil Engineer for the project, developing design
concepts with the team, preparing construction drawings and specifications, and providing Engineering Support to the Constructors.
Shannon & Wilson was the project Geotechnical Engineer, providing field explorations, laboratory test data, and geotechnical
engineering evaluations and recommendations. Shannon & Wilson’s specific services included field data collection and site
characterization; seismic design parameters and recommendations; and geotechnical design parameters, design criteria, and
recommendations for structural and trench design.
Aldea Services (Aldea) served as Trenchless Design Engineer for the project. Tasks included geotechnical evaluation; optimization of
the existing alignment including elevation, curve radius and length; and evaluation of jacking pressures, face pressures and frac-out
pressures as well as buoyancy for the curved alignment. Additionally, Aldea performed the review of the jacking pipe, joint design and
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joint pressure control system by Jackcontrol. Aldea also developed the design of the ground improvement at the launch and receiving
shaft break-outs.
David Evans Associates (DEA) completed topographic survey, land use permitting, and environmental permitting.

PROJECT CONCEPTION AND DESIGN
CWS awarded a Progressive Design-Build contract to the team of Mortenson Construction and Kennedy Jenks for Phase A of the
Tualatin Interceptor, including the King City Siphon. This purpose of the interceptor segment and Siphon was to convey wastewater
from the Sherwood and Bull Mountain areas of southwest Washington County to accommodate rapid planned residential development.
Phase A replaced the existing interceptor segment and Siphon, increasing capacity of the crossing from 7.8 MGD to 21.6 MGD.
Phase B was awarded and construction commenced as Phase A was ramping down. Phase B replaced the existing interceptor
segment and Cook Park Siphon crossing of the Tualatin River, increasing the capacity of the crossing from 16.2 MGD to 42.9 MGD.
King City Siphon River Crossing
Kennedy Jenks collaborated with Shannon & Wilson and Aldea Services to prepare the design of the Tualatin River Crossing from King
City to Tualatin. Collaboration with the Constructors Mortenson Construction, K&E Excavating, and Michels Tunneling provided valuable
constructability and cost feedback to the design team throughout the design process. The design incorporated projected sewer
capacity requirements, geotechnical conditions, seismic risk, constructability, maintainability, and stakeholder concerns to provide the
long-term solution sought by CWS. Open cut construction of the river crossing could not be permitted and completed within the
required time frame, so trenchless construction methods were evaluated for feasibility.
Grade limitations on the upstream trunk connections as well as the surface topography resulted in a constrained siphon geometry that
eliminated horizontal directional drilling, auger boring, and direct pipe methods from consideration, and left microtunneling as the
preferred construction method. The first tunnel concept was developed as entry and exit shafts approximately 60 feet deep with a
horizontal tunnel connecting the two ends. The abrupt “right angle” configuration of the siphon posed maintenance issues:
•

Configuration of the pipelines descending
the shafts would not permit flushing of the
siphon barrels with CWS’
equipment.Access to piping 60 feet below
grade would be impossible without a
complicated confined space entry.

•

Settleable solids would collect in
ascending outlet piping, resulting in
increased maintenance requirements.

The second tunnel concept was developed as
a 750-foot radius vertical curve that could be
constructed between the required inlet and
outlet structure locations without abrupt
changes in direction of piping that would be

Figure 1. The original Siphon alignment with the microtunnel entirely
within the Missoula flood deposits.

easy to maintain as shown in Figure 1.
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Evolution of the design reduced the vertical curve radius to 650 feet, permitting the deepest portion of the tunnel to be constructed in
the Hillsboro Formation as shown in Figure 2. The Hillsboro Formation is not susceptible to liquefaction during a seismic event.

Figure 2. Final tunnel alignment design with 650-foot vertical curve.

Selection of a microtunnel for the Siphon enabled construction without impact to the Tualatin River. Additionally, it allowed the
construction of the Siphon to meet a development-driven timeline and be growth ready in time for new home construction west of Bull
Mountain. The microtunnel crossing was designed to be more resilient than the previous crossing given the site conditions and
constraints of the trunk lines feeding the interceptor. The Siphon does not require pumping, can be easily maintained, and is capable of
being returned to service quickly following the design seismic event.
The Progressive Design-Build contracting method permitted unparalleled collaboration between designers and constructors and was
critical to executing design and construction of the Siphon within the development- driven timeline. Shannon & Wilson’s seismic
evaluation and Aldea Services’ trenchless feasibility evaluation provided Kennedy Jenks the assurance the microtunnel could be
constructed within the
required constraints. The
project was constructed
under budget and the tunnel
was completed within 3.5
inches of planned alignment
in all directions. The 650-foot
vertical curve set a North
American Record for tightest
vertical curve microtunnel of
this diameter. The

Figure 3. Microtunnel Boring Machine arrived in four pieces.

Microtunnel Boring Machine
is shown in Figure 3.
Use of a specially designed microtunnel jacking pipe and hydraulic joint shown in Figure 4 allowed the tight radius curve to be created
using the steerable microtunnel boring machine.
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The microtunnel crossing was designed to be more resilient that the previous
crossing given the site conditions and constraints of the trunk lines feeding the
interceptor. The Siphon does not require pumping, can be easily maintained, and is
capable of being returned to service quickly following the design seismic event.
Cook Park Siphon River Crossing
The design team followed a similarly collaborative approach between Kennedy
Jenks, Shannon & Wilson, and Aldea Services to prepare the design of the Tualatin
River Crossing from the Tualatin Country Club property to Cook Park in Tigard. The
Cook Park Siphon was less constrained than the King City Siphon because there was
open space on both sides of the river, allowing the team to select Horizontal

Figure 4. Microtunnel Jacking pipe
with hydraulic joint installed.

Directional Drilling as the construction method. Three individual bores of
approximately 1,000 feet were made under the Tualatin River for each of the siphon barrels.
Benefits of the Progressive Design-Build Delivery Approach
The Progressive Design-Build contracting method permitted unparalleled collaboration between designers and constructors and was
critical to executing design and construction of the Siphon within the development- driven timeline. Shannon & Wilson’s seismic
evaluation and Aldea Services’ trenchless feasibility evaluation provided Kennedy Jenks the assurance the microtunnel could be
constructed within the required constraints. The project was constructed under budget and the tunnel was completed within 3.5 inches
of planned alignment in all directions. The 650-foot vertical curve set a North American Record for tightest vertical curve microtunnel of
this diameter.
Safety Performance
Mortenson Construction has a policy of Zero Injuries, which is supported by their safety training, daily safety briefings, and regular
updates to safety planning efforts. Their efforts in safety resulted in Zero injuries on the Tualatin Interceptor Project through 14,151
supervisory hours and 60,089 subcontractor hours (0 hours per 1,000 man-hours).
Community Need
This project replaced an aging collection system asset whose life and capacity were expended. The new interceptor was designed to
accommodate build-out of the service area, which is growing rapidly. By increasing capacity to serve these new urbanizing areas of
Washington County Clean Water Services is providing utility infrastructure that will keep housing affordable in the metropolitan area.
Sustainable Practices
This project was constructed of corrosion resistant piping that is expected to last 100 years, thus, minimizing impacts to sensitive
wetlands along the pipeline alignment from periodic construction events. CWS required the interceptor to operate as a gravity collector,
thus, no pump stations were constructed as part of the project. This required a larger capital investment in two siphon river crossings
however the all-gravity interceptor now functions without requiring energy or the construction and maintenance of above-ground
facilities. Finally, the construction of the river crossings in non-liquefiable material improves the interceptor’s resilience and operability
following a seismic event.
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Environmental Considerations
The Tualatin Interceptor was constructed along the existing interceptor alignment, which included two river crossings and extensive
jurisdictional wetlands. The Tualatin River is an important resource to the residents of Washington County and CWS’s role as steward
of the River was a driver in selecting alignment and construction methods. By investing in a gravity sewer interceptor and constructing
it using trenchless methods, CWS is protecting the Tualatin River while serving needed residential growth in Washington County.
Community Relations
CWS established communication with residents and businesses along the Interceptor alignment to assure a smooth project initiation.
Throughout the project, CWS Public Involvement Staff kept property owners and other stakeholders informed through written
communications, periodic public meetings, and assistance to resolve inconveniences associated with construction. Mortenson held
weekly “Coffee with the Contractor” meetings to meet with residents to review project progress, upcoming events, and resolve issues in
a timely manner. These efforts helped the project navigate through some challenges without major issues.
Unusual Accomplishments
Alternative Delivery Contracting
CWS led the Progressive Design-Build effort to design and construct the replacement of the Interceptor and selected the Mortenson
Construction team to complete the project with Kennedy Jenks, Shannon & Wilson, and Aldea Services, and DEA comprising the Design
team.
Preconstruction
The preconstruction effort included establishing the basis of design, completing field data collection, and completing final design.
Preconstruction efforts included input from CWS Maintenance Staff, Designers, Constructors, and representatives from King City,
Tualatin, and Tigard. This involvement allowed for clear expectations and understanding of the risks and challenges to be fully
understood by all involved parties. Throughout the design stage, means and methods were evaluated based on risk, constructability,
and value to the Owner.
Vertical Curve Microtunnelling North American Record
The King City Siphon was constructed by microtunneling through a 650-foot radius vertical curve. This tunnel alignment set a new
record for the tightest radius curve tunnel of a pipe of this diameter in North America. The team’s ability to construct the Siphon under
constrained conditions and accommodate hydraulics of all associated gravity sewer lines constitutes a significant achievement in
engineering and construction.
Additional Considerations
The Tualatin Interceptor was completed using a Progressive Design-Build approach to maximize team continuity, communication,
problem solving, and project speed. This delivery model assembled the Owner, Consultants, and Constructors, from the beginning for
efficient project completion. At each phase, the design was evaluated for constructability and value to CWS, and the team met regularly
to consider concurrent design investigations to choose the best approach. This process reduced the likelihood of issues arising during
construction and accelerated the speed at which the project could be completed.
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CWS had two primary goals for the Tualatin Interceptor:
•

Construct the increased capacity siphon and get it online quickly and

•

Avoid unnecessarily impacting the wetland areas along the project site.

The Interceptor was completed on schedule and under budget. The King City Siphon Microtunnel not only set a record for the tightest
radius curve tunnel for the selected pipe diameter in North America. The Progressive Design-Build team met challenge after challenge
with innovative solutions to deliver on CWS’ goals.
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